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I have lived and worked on and near the rivers and streams within the Murray
Darling Basin (MDB).
> A lot of work has gone into the management of water within the MDB.
> Many people want to see the rivers flow , wetlands, River mouth and Coorong
survive.
> In this regulated MDB the priority given to Competing interest will determine
the environ outcome.
> I have visited the cotton country, I 've been to Wilcannia the Murrumbidgee,
Edwards and Campaspe.
> I have steered the Murray River Queen to Goolwa.
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> I think health of the Murray River Delta is vital , Mulloway and Mullet, cockles
and Ganets.
> Any and all the saving of water by irrigators from infrastructure upgrade must
be returned to the rivers.
> The "saved" water needs to be embargoed for a few years , while proper
analysis is done.
> Invite Narrenjerri , Major Sumner (Moogy) to talk about River Healing.
> Kids Nature Club did planting at Tipperary Creek, flows to Bendigo Creek, then
Gunbower .
> Thousands of people and children go to their nearest stream In MDB to
enhance the environment.
> Landcare, Field Naturalists, Walking and Fishing groups, Students , and scouts
etc...
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> 4 Corners has exposed some serious problems with the MDB water
management.
> A huge amount of seafood , samphire etc can be produced in healthy lower
lakes Coorong .
I am not sure the Murray Darling Basin Authority is the correct management
tool.First we need to get the water back into the environment.I hope a few years
down the track when good research and irrigation efficiency upgrades are done
we can establish The State of Murray Darling Basin.
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